
TaintDroid

❖ Goal: detect private information leaving the device

• E.g. GPS position, contacts, photos

❖ Approach: Track the origin of each byte of data

❖ Each data byte b has an associated set Sb defining 
sources its value is derived from

❖ Alert when data from sensitive sources is sent out

• Sink: network sockets



TaintDroid
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when accessing taint tags at runtime. Furthermore, it allows 
one to practically store a 32-bit bit vector with each variable, 
allowing 32 different taint markings.

TaintDroid adds taint tag storage for all scalar values in 
Android’s Dalvik VM interpreter. Android applications are 
written in Java, but compiled to a special DEX bytecode that is 
executed by Dalvik. Given these Java origins, TaintDroid must 
provide taint tag storage for method local variables, method 
arguments, class static fields, class instance fields, and arrays.

DEX bytecode differs from Java bytecode in that it is regis-
ter based. This is important to the TaintDroid implementa-
tion. When a DEX method is called, Dalvik creates a new stack 
frame that allocates 32-bit register storage for all of the scalar 
and object reference variables used by the method. As shown 
in Figure 2, method arguments are also stored on the stack 
and are mapped to high indexed registers in the callee stack 
frame. TaintDroid provides taint tag storage for these vari-
ables by interleaving taint tags between the registers.

TaintDroid stores taint tags adjacent to class fields and 
arrays within internal data structures. Only one taint tag 
is stored per array to minimize storage overhead, which 
is often sufficient for strings. However, this loss in preci-
sion may result in false positives. For example, as soon as a 
tainted value is stored to an array, all values read out of the 
array will also be tainted. Fortunately, Java arrays frequently 
contain object references, which are infrequently tainted, 
resulting in fewer false positives in practice.

3.2. Interpreted code taint propagation
Operating on DEX bytecode provides TaintDroid several 
distinct advantages. First, all operations have clear seman-
tics. Unlike x86, there is no lack of registers or strange 
 conventions for clearing variables (e.g., xor %eax, %eax). 
Second, scalar values are distinct from pointers. This allows 
taint propagation to be more precise. Finally, variables that 
are not method local have clear taint tag storage (described 
above) that retains types.

For the most part, taint tag propagation proceeds as one 
might expect. Instructions always overwrite the destination 
register; therefore, unary operations set the taint tag of the 
destination register to that of the source register, and binary 
operations (e.g., a = b + c) set the taint tag of the destination 
register to the union of the taint tags of the two source registers 
(e.g., !(a) ! !(b) " !(c) ). For the implementation, the union is 
simply a bitwise OR of the taint tag bit vectors. However, there 
are several cases where the taint propagation is not straightfor-
ward (e.g., for array indexes and object references). A full propa-
gation logic and discussion is provided in our original paper.9

3.3. Native code taint propagation
Native code is unmonitored in TaintDroid, as performing 
automated taint propagation would require heavyweight 
techniques such as dynamic binary translation (DBT). 
Instead, we synthesize the taint status after the method ter-
minates based on a combination of source code inspection 
and simple heuristics.

Internal VM methods. The Dalvik VM contains a set of 
core methods that are called directly by interpreted code 
and are passed a pointer to an array of 32-bit register 

use file-level tracking to ensure that persistent information 
conservatively retains its taint markings.

While this design allows practical real-time tracking, 
it relies on the firmware’s integrity. We trust the virtual 
machine executing in user space and any native system 
libraries loaded by the untrusted interpreted application. 
Hence, we assume that only platform native libraries can 
be loaded. Without this, applications can not only remove 
taint markings, but also corrupt the tracking within the 
interpreter. In our target platform (Android), we modified 
the native library loader to only load native libraries from 
the firmware. To test compatibility, we surveyed the top 
50 most popular free applications in each category of the 
Android Market (1,100 applications in total) in July 2010 and 
found that less than 5% of applications included a .so file. 
Therefore, we expect that TaintDroid is incompatible with 
only a small percentage of applications.

3. TAINTDROID
TaintDroid is a realization of our multiple granularity taint 
tracking for Android. Central to the design is a careful trade-
off between tracking precision and performance. TaintDroid 
uses variable-level tracking within the VM interpreter. Multiple 
taint markings are stored as one taint tag. When applications 
execute native methods, variable taint tags are patched on 
return. Finally, taint propagation is extended to IPC and files.

This section overviews the core implementation challenges 
of TaintDroid. Here we discuss (a) taint tag storage, (b) inter-
preted code taint propagation, (c) native code taint propagation, 
(d) IPC taint propagation, and (e) secondary storage taint prop-
agation. Additional details can be found in our original paper.9

3.1. Taint tag storage
Taint tag storage impacts both performance and memory 
overhead. Traditional taint tracking systems store one tag 
for every data byte or word.3, 23 Often, this tag consists of 
a single bit in implementations. To further reduce stor-
age overhead, such systems only maintain tags for tainted 
bytes using non-adjacent shadow memory23 or tag maps.25 
TaintDroid takes a different approach. Since we know 
which bytes are variables, we significantly reduce the scope 
of memory to track by only keeping track of the taint states 
of variables. This allows TaintDroid to store taint tags adja-
cent to variables in memory, which provides spatial locality 
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Figure 1. Multi-level approach for performance-efficient taint 
tracking within Android.



BLP with HWM

❖ Keep track of security level of each process in system

• Current and maximum level

❖ Labels form a lattice

❖ When process attempts to read data from source:

• Allow if source-level ≤ max-level

• (HWM) Increase current level to source-level ∨ current-level



BLPDroid

❖ Process = app

❖ Labels:

• G = GPS

• P = Photo

• C = Contacts

❖ Network sink label: { }

{G} {P} {C}

{ }

{P,C} {G,C} {G,P}

{G,P,C}

resulting lattice
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Same Origin Policy

❖ Code can only access data from the same origin

• Origin: (scheme, domain, port) triple

• E.g. (http, cseweb.ucsd.edu, 80)

❖ Typical context: JavaScript executing in browser

• Main page loads iframe element with content from another site

• JavaScript from main page cannot access data inside iframe

❖ Why do we need the same origin policy?



Same Origin Policy

❖ Want: Combine user-specific content from distinct sites

• iframes, XMLHttpRequest, embedded Java, embedded Flash

❖ User does not trust sites with others’ data

❖ Sites (origins) do not trust each other

❖ Sites must be isolated from each other



SOP as Multilevel Security

❖ All content (code and data) carries its own label (origin)

• Can change one’s origin to less specific domain only

❖ Can write via HTTP request to any origin

❖ Can read only from same origin

❖ Can get and set cookie only for same origin

❖ What is SOP protecting?

• Secrecy? Integrity? Availability?



Domain Hierarchy

*

edu com

ucsd.edu google.com piazza.com

cseweb.ucsd.edu www.ucsd.edu

document can 
change its own 
origin to less 
specific domain

(unrestricted)



SOP as Multilevel Security

❖ What if Web used BLP model?

❖ Labels (origins) don’t form a lattice

• No label that contains both ucsd.edu and google.com

• No way to specify more than one origin in content

❖ Must declassify to send to another origin

• Both sender and receiver must declassify to common domain



From the Aether to the 
Ethernet

Yossef Oren and Angelos D. Keromytis
USENIX Security 2014



(slides source: USENIX Security 2014 presentation)



(slides source: USENIX Security 2014 presentation)
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Smart TV

❖ Can watch broadcast TV

❖ Can watch streaming content

• Netflix, YouTube, Hulu, etc.

❖ Can browse Web

TV-era non-interactive 
content

Web-era interactive 
content



HbbTV

❖ Web content delivered in broadcast television stream

• HTML, JavaScript

❖ Content overlaid on broadcast

❖ User can interact with content



http://www.broadbandtvnews.com/2012/04/09/france-5-launches-hbbtv-service/



HbbTV

❖ JavaScript application 
starts executing 
automatically when user 
starts watching channel

❖ Application can access 
content from broadcast 
stream or Internet (via 
broadband)
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HbbTV Security

❖ Broadcast stream is not authenticated

• Authentication would require extensive non-existent PKI

❖ No way to disable application



HbbTV Security

❖ Broadcast and broadband content together in one place

❖ Need a security policy to restrict interaction

• Can broadband content access broadcast content?

• Can broadcast content access broadband content?

• Can broadband content access other broadband content?

❖ HbbTV uses same origin policy

❖ Broadcast content explicitly specifies its own origin



HbbTV SOP

❖ Broadcast content explicitly specifies its own origin

❖ Broadcast application can say “I am facebook.com” and 
TV browser will allow it to access facebook.com content

❖ This completely nullifies same origin policy

❖ Huge security problem

• Exploitation requires unscrupulous broadcaster

• Anyone with TV-band transmitter



IFRAMEs



Iframes

❖ Frame contains content from another origin

• Origin’s cookies sent when retrieving content

❖ Framed content cannot be accessed by enclosing 
document (same origin policy)

❖ Displayed to user in style specified by enclosing page

❖ User can interact with framed content



Iframe Security

❖ Same origin protects direct access by enclosing page

❖ But enclosing page controls layout and presentation

• Page position and CSS

❖ Potential for enclosing page to manipulate presentation 
of framed content to mislead user



Clickjacking

❖ Clickjacking: Inducing user to click an element of page 
having side effects that the user does not realize

❖ Using iframes: obscure UI element in frame so user does 
not understand what they are clicking on

• Can also make iframe completely transparent



Likejacking

Prove you’re human, click on “blue”



Likejacking



Clickjacking Defenses

❖ Don’t allow transparent iframes?

• How transparent is transparent?

• Can magnify and show 1 pixel of content.

❖ Don’t allow resizing iframes?

• Load lots of identical frames

❖ Don’t allow frames?

• Web will stop working



Clickjacking Defense

❖ Framebusting: go to framed page (“busting out” of frame)

❖ Could also prevent content from rendering in iframe

❖ Preferred defense against clickjacking

❖ Simple fragment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Framekiller

<script type="text/javascript">
if(top != self) top.location.replace(location);
</script>



How It Happened

❖ Clickjacking defense straightforward once you know it

❖ But why is clickjacking a problem in the first place?

❖ Who is to blame for it?



How It Happened

❖ Initially Web pages were just static content

❖ Persistent sessions allowed interactive sites

❖ Original frames (using <frame>) allowed split-pane sites

• Very ugly; will not show screenshot example

• User still clearly interacting with original site

❖ Iframes: site embedded in page

• A better, much less ugly frame



How It Happened

❖ Original security assumption: users can see site with 
which they are interacting

❖ A series of small feature additions erode assumption

• Each apparently innocent

❖ Where did we go wrong?

❖ How do we prevent it?


